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UNIVERSITY OF MARY WASHINGTON – EXPEDITED COURSE CHANGE PROPOSAL 
Submit this form electronically, beginning with the first required level of review (department or college level). Each level of 

review passes the form and any attachments to the next level when the action is approved. 

 

Submitted by: Melina Patterson Date Prepared: 9/6/18 

Department/Discipline(s) and Course Number(s): GEOG 365 

Course Title: Field Methods 

 
Type of change (check all applicable): 
Number* _____ Title__X___ Description_X___ Prerequisites _X___  Deletion_____  Cross list**____ 
*This course number must be approved by the Office of the Registrar before the proposal is submitted. With this course 
proposal, attach a list of ALL COURSES that will be affected by the number change (for example, cases where the course 
number that is changing is a prerequisite for another course). 
 
**To cross list courses between departments/colleges, there should be two cover sheets submitted with the proposal – one 
by the chair of each department with signatures from the relevant College Curriculum Committee Chair. 

 
Effective Date: FALL Semester, Year _Fall 2018____________________________ 
 

Current Catalog Entry Proposed Catalog Entry (suggested length – less 
than 50 words) 

365 – Field Methods in Geography (4) 

Prerequisite: 12 credits in Geography. Methods 

of systematic observation, survey design, 

mapping, writing reports based on field 

experience, and exploratory trips to a variety of 

locales. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

365 – Field Methods (4) 

Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. This class 

focuses on the field methods used in different subfields 

of Geography, including systematic observation, 

keeping field notes, survey design, mapping, coding, 

and analysis. Substantial time in the field required. 

 

JUSTIFICATION (including impact on majors, minors, concentrations, and general education courses within 
the University curriculum; attach additional pages if required). Any change that impacts another Department 
must have a written statement (such as a copy of an email) from the Chair(s) agreeing to the change. 
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We are proposing changing the course description and making GEOG 365 a repeatable course in which the 

course number will be listed with a letter suffix and a different title depending on the specific kinds of field 

methods being taught. These courses differ from special topics classes in that they can be taught any number 

of times. They share a course number and have distinct letter suffixes. The Geography department does this 

currently with our senior seminar class (GEOG 490), which is taught by different faculty on different topics 

(usually 3 each fall) but with a common set of expectations regarding what a senior seminar should include. 

GEOG 360 (Geographic Study Abroad) and EESC 360 (Environmental Exploration) are repeatable courses 

that allow students to get major credit for very different kinds of experiences that are equivalents in terms of 

how they meet requirements or electives in the majors. Obviously study abroad trips to Guatemala, Australia, 

and Morocco are fundamentally different; however they fill the same set of learning outcomes and 

departmental goals. We have had several new iterations of field methods in recent years (and we plan more). 

This has created a problem communicating to students what the class is “about.” We could add each iteration 

of the class to the major curriculum with distinct course numbers, but we each will be taught infrequently or 

irregularly. We understand that this kind of class is not appreciated by some administrators (but is supported 

by others) and that many departments don’t believe that it is possible, so we will use the proposal to argue 

that we are asking for this change not out of laziness or a desire to avoid faculty governance, but because as 

a department we feel that this model of class offers the best balance of flexibility and clarity, while allowing 

students to fulfill major and general education requirements with classes that they are interested in.  

Background 

We have taught long taught Field Methods in our department as a 4-credit class (based on contact hours) 

with significant time in the field for students and faculty. The class is usually taught by Dawn Bowen with an 

emphasis on an array of human geography field methods, particularly those in the cultural landscape 

traditions, with a number of overnight trips to different field sites where students explore different field 

methods in different contexts. However, I (Melina Patterson) taught it as an urban geography field methods 

class in spring 2017 with an emphasis on the field methods used by urban researchers and used 

Fredericksburg, Richmond, and Washington, DC as field sites. This semester I am teaching GEOG 365 as 

Geographies of Children Field Methods. (Last fall I taught Geographies of Children as a 4-credit special 

topics class, which meant that students did not get Experiential Learning credit nor did it count as a methods 

or research class in the major, despite doing field work with elementary school students in Richmond, VA. 

This year they will get EL credit and will meet a major requirement). Jackie Gallagher is interested in teaching 

the class with an emphasis on the field methods of physical geography. All of these classes focus on how 

geographers do field work (designing a survey or surveying method, collecting soil samples, conducting 

mental mapping interviews, drawing activity maps in public space, making physical trace maps, etc) and what 

they do with that data (keeping field notes, coding interviews, interpreting the messy results of research done 

outside of a lab). As a department, we feel that ANY version of the class fulfills a methods requirement in the 

major, includes sufficient class and field time to merit 4-credits, and is experiential learning. We discuss how 

to make sure that any iteration of the class will meet these requirements before we list the class.  

Rationale  

We could teach all of these variations under a single title “Field Methods.” However, they are very different. 

Some versions have more mud than snot and some have more snot than mud. Some students would much 

rather conduct a tree survey than interview a 10 year old. We want students to have a sense of the kinds of 

field methods that will be covered, as they do with our senior seminars, which are listed with different names 

(but are all GEOG 490), We would like the titles to reflect specific field methods so that students have a 

clearer idea what they are signing up for. The classes also might carry some different designations. 

Geographies of Children was approved as a Community Engagement course when it was a special topics 

class and could be again as GEOG 365A; other versions of GEOG 365 should not be. Urban Field Methods 

will be an elective for the Urban Studies Minor; Physical Geography Field Methods should not be.  

Because they are different we could propose new courses for each of them. However, we would rather NOT 

propose a bunch of new classes with new numbers (GEOG 366: Geographies of Children Field Methods; 
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GEOG 367: Urban Field Methods; GEOG 368: Physical Geography Field Methods). We cannot offer each of 

these classes often enough (or permanently enough) to justify giving them a separate number in our program 

curriculum. However, we might offer them more than three times, which makes it problematic to offer them as 

a special topics class. Our existing course rotations and our research interests mean that any single version 

of this class might be taught infrequently (every 4-6 semesters for Physical Geography) or for a specific 

length of time (the next 3-6 years for Geographies of Children).  

Faculty is responsible for the curriculum. Our departmental faculty finds the repeatable course model a useful 

way of providing flexibility to faculty and students without creating a set of major requirements that seem 

complicated and unclear. We acknowledge that there are alternatives – establishing new course numbers 

that will be taught at unpredictable intervals or lie dormant in the catalog; teaching GEOG 365 with no way to 

distinguish the specific topic of the class, or using special topics course numbers and risking low enrollments. 

A repeatable course might also have complications, but we find it the best of the options. This change does 

mean that a major could fulfill their research/methods requirements with two different versions of GEOG 365 

and we believe that that would be unlikely and acceptable. Any two classes would provide sufficiently 

different experiences; the overlap is in the practice of field work (writing field notes, managing data, 

connecting field work to theory, etc), which bears repeating. Again, we expect this to happen rarely, but would 

not object to it. We would prefer that students NOT take 365A (Geographies of Children Field Methods) if 

they have taken a GEOG 365 when it is taught as a geographies of children field methods class and we are 

making the class POI to ensure that they don’t, because we do not believe that Banner can manage that. 

TRANSITION PLAN (describe how will students who are in Catalogs where the course is required for a major 
be accommodated; attach additional pages if required) 

 

This change will not require any accommodations of students under previous Catalogs. 

 
Approvals 
 

Department Chair___ _____________________ Date: _9/6/18_______ 
 
College Curriculum Chair___________________________________ Date:_____________________ 
 
Expedited course changes are posted for a 10-class day comment period.  If no comments are raised, the proposal becomes 
final.  All expedited proposals approved in this way will be noted on the UCC web site. If comments are raised, the proposal 
may be reviewed by the UCC and then approved or it may be returned to the CCC for additional deliberation (as required).  
 

9/23/2018


